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 According to the IOC’s estimates from September 2018, the forecasted global production of olive oil for
the 2017/18 season, which is on the verge of completion, will total approximately 3.3 million tons.

 According to the same source, over the same period, extra-virgin olive oil prices have dropped more than
25% in Spain and Greece, with only a 7% drop in Italy.

 The consumption of olive oil on the retail channel, according to Nielsen data, continues to drop, mainly in
Italy and the United States. In Spain, we are starting to see a progressive recovery in consumption of more
than 1% this year so far.

 In accordance with the trend observed during the previous quarter, the EBITDA for the first nine months
of the corporate year has dropped by €14.2 million compared to the same period of the previous
corporate year, mainly as a result of the negative impact of the evolution of the exchange rate on the
North America BU (€8.3 million), the current situation of the American market, and the increased
investment in advertising made to support our brands.

 The net loss for the six-month period is mainly due to the above-mentioned decrease in EBITDA and due
to the recording in June of impairment in assets for the Cash Generating Units of Southern Europe and
North America for an amount of €37.4 million.

 The increase in investment in advertising to support our brands totals €5.2 million, out of which a
significant portion has been applied to the action plan undertaken faced with the evolution of the
American market.

 The capital increase approved to drive the company’s growth plans, to support its leading markets, and to
seek out strategic business agreements with producers promoting quality is being carried out according to
the planned schedule and is expected to come to an end at the end of October.

H1 Highlights
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A decrease in raw materials prices at the origin of around 30%
has been consolidated.
Prices are currently being maintained stable, except for those
with respect to quality extra-virgin oil, of which there is a
shortage.

Raw
Material

Outcome summary

Profit and 
Loss

Other 
financial

data

A decrease in sales figures has been recorded due to the drop-in
volumes, mainly in the Southern Europe Unit (Italy), and due to
lower sales prices associated with the reduction in the price of
the raw material at the origin.

EBITDA has mainly been affected by the impact of the exchange
rate on the North America BU totaling €8.3 million and due to
additional investment in advertising totaling €5.2 million.

In addition, net profit/loss includes the impact of impairment in
assets, recorded in June, for the Southern Europe and North
America Cash Generating Units to the tune of €37.4 million.

Operating capital had increased as well as debt compared to
December 2017, mainly as a result of maintaining stock levels
and decreased cash flows during the period associated with the
above-mentioned decrease in EBITDA

30-Sep-18 30-Sep-17 YTD

€/Tn €/Tn %

Extra Virgin 2.722       3.699       -26,4%

Virgin 2.482       3.621       -31,5%

Lampante 2.398       3.591       -33,2%

30-Sep-18 30-Sep-17 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Sales 456.144   513.375   -11,1%

EBITDA 12.587     26.825     -53,1%

Net Results (63.877) (5.385) -1086,2%

30-Sep-18 31-Dec-17 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Financ. Debt. 595.328   561.710   6,0%

Working Capital 116.423   104.453   11,5%
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The IOC’s initial estimates for the 2018/19 season
expect a global season that is inferior to the current
one.

The seasons in Italy, Greece, and Tunisia will be inferior,
although they will be partially offset by the harvest in
Spain. Our forecasts are that the availability of oil on
the market will be at levels which theoretically should
not result in significant upwards stressors on prices at
the origin.

At this time, the offering of quality extra-virgin olive oil
is very limited while awaiting the start of the season.

Evolution of the raw material

Drop in consumption (Nielsen data) in the United
States and Italy by 1,5% and 6%, respectively.

In Spain, consumption is recovering, driven by the
increase in the extra-virgin olive oil segment and
the drop-in prices at the origin.

In the United States, despite the drop-in sales
prices, consumption is not yet recovering, with the
resulting loss of value of the category

Raw materials and evolution of consumption

Evolution of Consumption
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Net profit/loss has mainly been affected by recording of the impairment of intangible assets and business funds, which was
recorded in the month of June, for a net amount of €37.4 million, as well as due to the decreased generation of EBITDA.

The decrease in volumes is concentrated in the Southern Europe BU (Italy) and in International Markets (associated with the
delay, at the beginning of the corporate year, implementing the new distribution model in India). A portion of the drop in raw
materials prices is being passed on to unit sale prices, which have dropped by 7.6%, and which combined with the above-
mentioned decrease in sales volumes is resulting in an 11% drop in sales figures.

EBITDA reflects the impact of the exchange rate on the North America BU (€8.3 million), the increase in advertising
investments, the temporary loss of margins in the United States combined with extraordinary investments made to react to
a market situation caused by certain competitors more focused on volume than on quality, the above-mentioned delay
implementing the new distribution model in India at the beginning of the corporate year, and the market situation in Italy.

These aspects are partially offset by improvements in unit prices in Spain and Northern Europe and by the development of
the efficiency measures that are being implemented.

Profit and loss statement

30-Sep-18 30-Sep-17 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Sales 456.144     513.375     -11,1%

Gross Margin 69.015       80.507       -14,3%

OPEX (56.428) (53.682) 5,1%

EBITDA 12.587       26.825       -53,1%

EBITDA/Sales 2,8% 5,2%

Net Results (63.877) (5.385) -1086,2%
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In the Southern Europe BU, Spain’s performance is positive, with improvements in market share and making the €1.3 million increase in
advertising investment profitable. In Italy, our position focused on quality and not volume has improved on a market with margins that
have deteriorated and significant decreases in volumes.

In Northern Europe, which has recorded a slight improvement compared to previous corporate year, Germany is currently the biggest
driver of this improvement, based on better margins and better positioning.

The evolution of the International Markets BU mainly consists of the delay implementing the new distribution model in India, which has
nonetheless been generating volumes greater than those of the previous corporate year since May.

The North America BU continues its devaluation process, mainly on the most profitable channels, due to the aggressive business policies
of certain competitors. We have invested in promotions and advertising to support our brands and to reverse the situation, which
combined with the evolution of the exchange rate, is resulting in the current negative results.

Results per business units

Sales EBITDA

BU Q3 2018 Q3 2017 YTD Q3 2018 Q3 2017 YTD
Margin   

Q3 2018

Margin  

Q3 2017

m€ m€ % m€ m€ % % %

SE 216.434  235.198  -8% 10.031    12.269      -18% 4,6% 5,2%

NE 53.611    62.302    -14% 1.003      (316) 417% 1,9% -0,5%

NA 99.943    113.591  -12% 5.023      19.367      -74% 5,0% 17,0%

International 75.071    80.122    -6% 8.402      9.870        -15% 11,2% 12,3%

Operative, 

Corporative & Others
11.085    22.162    -50% (11.872) (14.366) 17% -107,1% -64,8%

Total 456.144  513.375  -11% 12.587    26.825      -53% 2,8% 5,2%
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Working CapitalBalance Sheet data

Balance Sheet 

There has been an increase in operating capital associated with the increase in stock levels, mainly as a result of
purchasing quality oils at the beginning of the corporate year. This increase in stock combined with the decrease in
EBITDA levels and the payment of financial interest explains the majority of the increase in the net financial debt at
the end of this third quarter.

Smaller amounts, both with respect to trade debtors and creditors, are mainly associated with the reduction in
olive oil prices already mentioned, with these components of working capital being offset at the time of both year
ends.

30-Sep-18 31-Dec-17 YTD

m€ m€ %

Non Currents Assets 855.156    903.940    -5,4%

Working Capital 116.423    104.453    11,5%

Equity 239.524    299.831    -20,1%

Net Financial Debt 595.328    561.710    6,0% (69,9)   (95,2)   
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The increase in working capital combined with a lower allocation to EBITDA has been financed with non-
company assets, maintaining sufficient liquidity levels.

We are complying with our financial covenants as of September 30, 2018

Cash generation managing analysis

Cash generation

30-sep-18 30-sep-17 YTD

m€ m€

Cash at the begining 16.872      23.353      

EBITDA 12.587      26.825      -53,08%

Changes in WC (11.970) 1.726        -793,51%

Interest Payment (20.745) (20.653) 0,45%

Tax income Payment (2.641) (1.873) 41,01%

NRI and others (6.447) (14.462) -55,42%

CF Investment Activities (2.817) (5.693) -50,51%

CF Financing Activities 27.886      15.388      81,22%

YTD Cash generated (4.149) 1.258        -429,78%

Cash at the end 12.723      24.611      
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EBITDA continues to be affected, mainly by the impact of the exchange rate on the North America BU and due
to the market situation in the USA. The deterioration of the North American market has been caused by the
policies followed by some competitors directed at generating volumes at low prices to the detriment of quality,
with the resulting decrease in margins. In addition to the above-mentioned decrease in margins, these policies
are causing consumption to decline despite the fact that olive oil prices at the origin and therefore sales prices
have decreased. Reversing the situation can only be done by opting for quality and will be an expensive and
long-term strategy.

In markets where we were starting with complicated situations, such as Spain and Northern Europe, the
situation is reversing itself thanks to the measures adopted in relation to the level of service, quality, or support
for our brands with marketing and advertising actions.

We are working to transform the sector and to develop value around olive oil, working in conjunction with
operators seeking quality, traceability, and sustainability, believing these aspects to be essential levers to be able
to valorize the category. To do so, we already have important agreements with producers in Spain (Viñaoliva and
UPA), Italy (Confagricoltura), and Greece (Gargalianoi), which will be expanded in the immediate future.

We have increased our investment in advertising as well as R&D and quality resources, putting new products on
the market sold under our name brands that have been awarded medals at the competitions where we have
presented them.

The entirety of the capital increase totaling €25 million has been subscribed with the support of our majority
shareholder and the other shareholders, which have placed their trust in the project during a complicated
situation, providing new resources that will be dedicated to improving our business

Conclusions
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Annex I: Profit and loss statement

Profit and Loss Statement
(Thousand of €)

3T 2018 3T 2017 YTD

Net Sales 456.144           513.375   -11,1%
COGS (387.129) (432.868) -10,6%

Gross Margin 69.015             80.507     -14,3%
Staff Costs (32.958) (33.680) -2,1%

OPEX (23.470) (20.002) 17,3%

Operating Expenses (56.428) (53.682) -5,1%
Adjusted EBITDA 12.587             26.825     -53,1%
% Sales 2,8% 5,2%

Amortization and Depreciation (58.667) (12.856) 356,3%

EBIT before NRI (46.080) 13.968     -429,9%
NRI (1.064) (5.702) -81,3%

EBIT (47.144) 8.266       -670,3%
% Sales -10,3% 1,6%

Financials Results (27.949) (17.679) 58,1%

Profit (Loss) Before Tax (75.093) (9.413) -697,8%
Income Tax 11.216                   4.028           -178,5%

Profit (Loss) for the period (63.877) (5.385) -1086,2%

Attributable Profit (Loss) for the period (63.877) (5.385) -1086,2%
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Annex II: Balance Sheet

Balance Sheet 
(Thousand of €)

30-Sep-18 31-Dec-17

Non-current Assets 855.156           903.940        

Stocks 119.068           109.790        

Payables 67.256              89.868           

Other current assets 15.721              17.508           

Cash and Cash Equivalents 12.723              16.831           

Total Assets 1.069.925    1.137.937    

Equity 239.524           299.831        

Financial liabilities (preferred shares) 42.453              42.453           

Long Term Debt 539.278           505.376        

Provisions 17.930              19.594           

Deferred tax liabilities 133.905           143.825        

Short Term Debt 26.321              30.712           

Receivables 69.902              95.205           

Other current liabilities 612                 941                 

Total Liabilities 1.069.925    1.137.937    
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Annex III: Net Financial Debt

Net Financial Debt
(Thousand of €)

30-Sep-18 31-Dec-17 YTD

m€ m€ %

Long Term Debt 581.730      547.829     6,2%

Syndicated Loan 538.517     504.161    6,8%

Preferred Shares 42.453       42.453      0,0%

Other Debt 760            1.215        -37,4%

Short Term Debt 26.321        30.712       -14,3%

Financial Debt 608.051      578.541     5,1%

Cash and Cash Equivalents (12.723) (16.831) 24,4%

Net Financial Debt 595.328      561.710     6,0%
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• This document contains future statements on intentions, expectations and forecasts of Deoleo, S.A. or its management on the date
on which it was written.

• These future statements or forecasts are not guarantees of future fulfilment, as they are conditioned by risks, uncertainties and
other relevant factors which could cause the developments and end results to differ materially from those expressed in these
intentions, expectations or forecasts.

• Deoleo, S.A. is not obligated to publicly divulge the result of any revision that it might make of these statements to adapt them to
facts or circumstances subsequent to this presentation, including changes in the Company’s business, its business development
strategy or any other possible unforeseen circumstance, among others.

• The statements contained in this document must be borne in mind by all persons or entities that may have to adopt decisions or
disseminate opinions on the shares issued by Deoleo and, in particular, by the analysts and investors who are privy to this
document.

• The documentation and public information shared or registered by Deoleo in the supervisory organisations and in particular in the
Spanish National Securities Market Commission may be viewed.

• This document contains unaudited financial information, so it is not definitive information and may be modified in the future.
• In accordance with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), below we include a description of the key indicators

(APMs) used in this report. These indicators are used recurrently and consistently by the Group to explain the evolution of its
activity, and their definition has not been changed:

• EBITDA: The earnings before depreciation, amortisation and earnings due to disposals and transfers of real estate and non-
current assets maintained for sale and corresponding impacts as well as other non-recurring income and expenses (the
elements considered non-recurring are those primarily associated with the comprehensive redesign of the Group’s global
model affecting processes, systems and structures that allow a more solid company and growth to be maintained).

• Net Financial Debt: Gross financial debt minus cash and other equivalent liquid assets.
• Working capital (rolling fund): Part of the non-financial working capital which is financed by permanent resources. It is

calculated as: Stocks + Commercial debtors and other accounts payable – Commercial creditors and other accounts due.

Disclaimer


